100	THIRD    PARTY    INSURANCE
Builders and contractors always need this extension because
most of their work is undertaken at customers' premises or else-
where (see also p. 106), but in some trades such an extension has
in the past been overlooked. For example, a firm employed
commercial travellers but their activities, apart from this, were
limited to their own factory. The firm summoned one of these
travellers on the telephone at a customer's premises, and as he
walked briskly to the telephone between the aisles in the show-
room, he failed to observe an old man who was putting some
cloth away. He stepped on the man's leg and broke it; medical
complications followed the fracture, and the old man lost his
job. The claim was not within the scope of the third party
policy because no extension had been arranged.
The extension is required for schools because " away " games
are played, pupils are taken on visits to places of interest, and
summer camps are arranged, A music shop may employ piano
tuners, who carry out their work in various customers' homes,
Photographers attend weddings and other functions and need
an indemnity against liability for accidents wherever photo-
graphs are taken, including the fire and explosion extension.
BASES OF RATING
Underwriters are free to use any methods of rating which
appear to them to be the most suitable, for the many and varied
types of risks offered to them, but the usual bases are:
(a) Wages. This is the most common basis of premium cal-
culation, and generally gives a fair indication of the relative
third party risks of otherwise similar undertakings. For example,
it may reasonably be assumed that a builder expending £5,000
in wages during the year has a proportionately greater third
party risk than a builder expending only £1,000, and, other
things being equal, this comparison is true in other trades where
there is work away from the insured's own premises. Certainly,
departures from the ordinary work incidental to a particular
trade must be observed and differential ratings applied accord-
ingly. To carry the example of the builder further, it may be
that the smaller firm undertakes a considerable amount of job-
bing work, where there are often greater risks of injury to third
parties or damage to their property, and such work should be
more highly rated. Larger firms frequently do not undertake
jobbing work, and consequently have the advantage of the lowei
rate throughout, subject to a favourable past claims experience*

